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Brain Nodes and Networks



Three main Networks
Default Mode Network, Salience Network, Executive Network





Three main aims of any Neurofeedback modalities

1- modifying arousal features of brain (Nodes)

2- Modifying connectivity features (Networks)

3- Deep state training (Alpha-Theta)



• We have a puzzle for understanding neurofeedback mechanism

• A) Feedback

• B) Learning psychology
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What is Neurofeedback



• In general theory of systems, each system has at least tow parts 
which communicate with each other

• We have a loop of feed forward and feedback in each systems.
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• Our brain works based on feed forward and feedback loops too.

• The result of this loop is Self Regulation.
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Learning Psychology

• One of main subjects in learning psychology is conditioning.

• We have two type of conditioning: Classic conditioning & Operant 
Conditioning.

• Neurofeedback generally works based on Operant conditioning.
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Desired behavior Reinforcement Increasing of behavior
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Learning Psychology

• Learning of a behavior

• Learning of a change in biological responses
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Other main principle of learning

• Shaping
• A process of behavior modification in which the likelihood of a specific behavior is increased 

or decreased through positive or negative reinforcement each time the behavior is exhibited, 
so that the subject comes to associate the pleasure or displeasure of the reinforcement with 
the behavior.
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EEG based Neurofeedback techniques



Symptom based NF



QEEG Guided NF



LORETA NF





2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Neurofeedback 110 139 219 200 265 385 358 439 408 488 491
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Neurofeedback Modalities



Neurofeedback Modalities



Three main aims of any Neurofeedback modalities

Line graph:
EEG, fMRI, fNIRS, MEG





Feedback
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• The goal of clinical and behavioural neuroscience is to observe and to 
understand nervous system mechanisms to manipulate behaviour-related 
neural processes and to restore or enhance function.

• In neurofeedback, brain activation is volitionally regulated through learning; as 
the activation acts as an independent variable, it allows causal inferences to be 
made between brain activity and behaviour. The different behavioural changes 
that have been observed to result from self-manipulation of neural activation 
indicate that the physiological consequences of neurofeedback may be 
considered to be a form of endogenous neural stimulation

Conclusion



• We can do only symptom based and routine neurofeedback practice based on 
new finding in near future

• latest meta-analysis on long-term effects is one of the most promising pieces 
of evidence we have thus far (Van Doren et al., 2018). Here was found that 
across studies, clinical benefit from neurofeedback tended to improve further 
with time e without any sessions during the follow-up period. And, clinical 
benefit was similar for neurofeedback, when compared to active treatments 
including medication (where medication was continued during the follow-up 
period). 

Conclusion


